Cucumber-mosaic-virus-associated RNA-5. XII. Symptom-modulating effect is codetermined by the helper virus satellite replication support function.
In tomato, the disease-modulating effects of a cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) satellite isolate from Belgium, here designated T-CARNA-5 (CARNA-5 = CMV-associated RNA-5), were found to be different depending on the supporting helper virus strain. With two CMV strains, T-CARNA-5 induced lethal necrosis, but with a third strain from Ixora spp. (CMV-Ix), aggravated stunting was observed. However, the primary structure of the T-CARNA-5 contained within virus isolated from tobacco or tomato infected with each of these three CMV strains, conformed to the conserved sequence profile of CARNA-5 isolates which are necrogenic in tomato. Dilution endpoint bioassay of T-CARNA-5 established a direct cause-effect relationship between it and tomato necrosis or stunting, depending on the helper virus. Total nucleic acid extracts taken at different times from tomato plants infected with the above CMV strains and T- or S-CARNA-5 (used as non-necrogenic control) showed viral RNA, ssCARNA-5 and dsCARNA-5 to be present in significant amounts, but in sometimes dissimilar proportions depending on the combination; except in CMV-Ix/S-CARNA-5 infection where neither ss-nor dsCARNA-5 was found. The experiments established that CARNA-5 biological expression studies in CMV-infected tomato have to take into account the helper virus satellite replication support function, which may be a primary codeterminant of quantitative or qualitative differences in the symptom modulation observed.